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President Rafael Caldera won a major battle on Aug. 9 when the Venezuelan Congress ratified a
decree suspending some civil liberties guaranteed under the constitution. At the same time, the
Congress pledged to consider "with utmost speed" proposed legislation to increase government
control over the financial sector, which would then allow Caldera to reinstate the suspended
liberties. Despite Caldera's victory, however, the congressional crisis has deepened with the
temporary withdrawal of the Causa Radical party (Causa R) from the legislature to push its demand
that Congress be dismissed and a Constituent Assembly called. On June 27, Caldera, responding
to Venezuela's worst economic and political crisis in history, suspended six political and economic
constitutional guarantees by presidential decree. After several weeks of debate, Congress refused to
back him and reinstated five of the six guarantees on July 21. The following day, however, Caldera
defied the Congress and once again suspended the guarantees in question.
In the ongoing impasse between the executive and the legislature, the Partido Social-Cristiano
(COPEI) asked the Supreme Court to declare the presidential decree unconstitutional. In response,
Caldera threatened to call a referendum and let the people decide on the issue of guarantees,
counting on his substantial popular support. Polls taken at the time of the second suspension
showed the president with an 85% approval rating. Analysts attribute the support to a public
perception that some of the measures would be of direct social and economic benefit, such as
price controls, strict regulations over the currency exchange rate, and regulation of all private
banking activity, which the public blames for the present financial crisis. Later, in an effort to seek
compromise, Caldera said he would not call a referendum if Congress would pass the legislation he
proposed in June to confront the economic crisis.
Caldera's willingness to backtrack on the referendum had two effects. On the one hand, Causa R an
opposition party which has become the third strongest political force in the country threatened to
walk out of the Congress if Caldera did not follow through with the referendum. Causa R wants the
public to be given a chance to show its support for suspension of guarantees, while at the same time
providing voters with the chance to give its stamp of approval to convoke a Constituent Assembly
to reform the Constitution. Causa R says a new Constitution is needed to rid the country of deeply
ingrained institutional corruption and allow democracy to function.
Hugo Chavez, the ex-military officer who led an unsuccessful coup attempt in 1992 and who now
leads the organization Movimiento Bolivariano Revolucionario, also pushed for a referendum
to propose a Constituent Assembly, saying it was the only way to break the hold on power that
traditional parties Accion Democratico (AD) and COPEI have had for 35 years. On the other
hand, the AD and COPEI parties accepted Caldera's compromise proposal to back away from
the referendum in exchange for supporting the executive's proposed economic and political
legislation. Those parties oppose a referendum given their fear that it could lead to the formation
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of a Constituent Assembly. Caldera's Convergencia-MAS coalition only controls 25% of the seats in
the four-way distribution of power in Congress. Convergencia-MAS has counted on support from
AD during the six months that Caldera has been in office, and thus the support from the AD and
COPEI parties paved the way for the government to receive legislative approval on Aug. 9 for the
suspension of constitutional guarantees.
Nevertheless, although Caldera won a legislative victory, the affair created a new political
confrontation with Causa R, whose members decided to walk out of Congress. Causa R holds 9
of the 51 Senate seats and 39 of the 203 seats in the lower house. "We are walking out with the
proposal that the president call a referendum about the suspension of guarantees, the dissolution
of Congress, and the convocation of a Constituent Assembly," said the party's secretary general,
Pablo Medina. Adding fuel to the fire, Cause R organized an informal "mock referendum" on Aug.
11, setting up 1,000 "voting booths" in several major Venezuelan cities. They claimed that more than
1 million people voted and the results showed 94% support for dissolving Congress and convoking a
Constituent Assembly.
On Aug. 15 Causa R announced that its representatives would return to Congress on Aug. 17,
but they would not give up the fight for a Constituent Assembly. "We will continue working for a
Constituent Assembly as our principal objective," said Medina.
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